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Living Virtuously presents ‘ Digging Deep’



Where  in  Your  Life 
do  You  Have  
Complete
Peace  of  Mind?

“Home! Spending time with my family, be it wherever in the world, is 
surreal. The moments with them are closest to feeling like heaven,  
cherishing the time with my loved ones, especially my Grandparents. 

Being a stronghold through thick and thin, their presence in all of
my milestones has gratified me.”



“When I have given it my all, like in terms of working to my 
fullest abilities, irrespective of the outcome (as I know it’s up to 
destiny or luck). I believe in the philosophy of ‘If  there is 1% 
chance, try 100 times till you succeed.’ So, I will be the hardest 
working person in room. If I don’t get it even... ”

How  and  When  
Can  You  Peacefully 
Coexist 
with  Uncertainty?



“... after working hard then it’s fine, I will have no regret. So, if I 
have worked hard, I honestly don’t think about outcome, 
whether if it’s a success or failure. That is the time when I 
peacefully coexist with uncertainty because I know I gave it my 
all and I will not have any regret because at least I tried .”

How  and  When  
Can  You  Peacefully 
Coexist 
with  Uncertainty(Contd...)?



“The Time spent with my siblings back when we were toddlers. 
Just being outside in the sun and playing and falling... still 
getting excited to play again in my old home... very vivid.”

What  is  The  Earliest
Memory  That  You  Can 
Remember 
of  Your  Childhood?



“I am super-focused and ambitious when it comes to achieving my 
goals, which makes me wired in the ventures that I pursue, which 
can be an excellent thing to a certain extent. For me, I tend to get 
lost and whimsical in my thoughts, which isn’t the best thing if you 
are spending time with your family and friends.”

What  Prevents  You
From  Being  in  The
Moment,  More  Than 
Anything  Else?



“I had a Ph.D. in Overthinking, literally. In hindsight though, I 
decided to gravitate that energy into how I become a better 
version of myself. As I grow, I am learning that life is too short 
to hold grudges, so I have none as I cherish the blessing and 
embrace it.”

What  do  You  Usually 
Think  About 
Whenever 
You’re  Alone?



“The main ones are “Does Aliens exist, and if they do, will they 
have the same math? (like Pun Intended)” Personally, there are a 
lot of unresolved " What ifs," especially concerning my loved ones; 
There were a lot of dilemmas I faced during my past where I was 
literally at crossroads. Retrospectively I think about it quite often. A 
time machine or a multiverse universe that will help :)”

What  Questions  or  
Doubts  Are  Currently 
Unresolved 
in  Your  Heart?



“I am a simple girl who wants everyone around me to be happy. 
Seeing others happy somehow is directly correlated to my 
happiness. When it’s time for me to turn up as a friend, I will 
always be there for them; I rather....”

What  is  Your  
Effect  
On  Those  
Around  You?



“... discuss ideas or something productive instead discussing 
people or gossip, so the effect is hopefully positive, gaining insights 
from my experiences. I love sharing my learning and also am 
curious about learning new things from others too.”

What  is  Your  
Effect  
On  Those  
Around  You(Contd...)?


